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Each of us is interested in optimization, and telecommunications. Via several meetings,
conferences, chats, and other opportunities, we have discovered these joint interests and
decided to put together this book.
It certainly wasn’t easy. What made it difficult is partly the reason for this book in the
first place: things are moving fast! As researchers in both industry and academia, we are
under constant pressure to keep up with new technologies and opportunities. Part of our day
jobs involves developing good algorithms for a steady surge of new problems arising from
industry. Another part of our day jobs involves finding realistic problems which might yield
to some of the algorithms we have developed, which we particularly like, but which don’t
work on anything else. The remainder of our day jobs tends to involve lecturing (for two of
us), project management (for all of us), and things like exam-setting and marking. Finally,
for two of us, childcare takes up a substantial part of our night jobs. Naturally, the book was
finished when we worked out how to stuff 46 hours into a single day, and keep that up for a
few successive weeks.

Seriously, though, telecommunicatons is growing and changing very quickly, and all of
this involves the increasing availability of new real-world problems for optimization
researchers to address. Telecommunications engineers tend to know all about the problems
involved, but are often not aware of developments in computer science and artificial
intelligence which might go a long way towards solving those problems. We therefore
argue, at the beginning of Chapter 1, that there needs to be more collaboration between the
communities, so that both sides can be equipped for the challenges ahead. Indeed, this book
is the result of one such collaboration.

We have oriented it slightly towards the telecommunications engineer who knows little
about the computational techniques, rather than the other way around. This is mainly
because it is much easier to describe the techniques than it is to describe the
telecommunications issues; the latter is a much larger collection. However, individual
chapters go into some detail, often at an introductory level, in describing particular kinds of
problem. Also, we provide a brief introduction to the essence of the problems at the
beginning of each part.

Let us know what you think. In particular, if you are a telecommunications engineer,
and have been inspired by a chapter or two in this book to try out some techniques that you
otherwise wouldn’t have, please get in touch: your story may make it into the next edition!
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Prader-Willi Syndrome: Coping with the Disease - Living with Those InvolvedKarger, 2005

	A Karger 'Publishing Highlights 1890–2015' title

	Over the past years, research into the Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) and its treatment options has progressed enormously and new insights have greatly improved the quality of life of those affected. For many years, Urs Eiholzer has been engaged in the care of...
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Design Aids for Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structuresSpon Press, 1996

	Eurocode 2 is the key document for future structural design in concrete throughout Europe. To use the code effectively, structural engineers need a range of aids in the form of flow charts, design charts and simplified procedures. This book provides all these, and is written with the authority of collaborative work by members of the Concrete...
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Data Warehouses and Olap: Concepts, Architectures and SolutionsIRM Press, 2006
Nowadays the economy is characterized by fast and continuously changing markets and business opportunities. Therefore, in order to be successful, it is essential for an enterprise to make right business decisions and to make them fast. Business decisions are taken on the basis of analyses of the past and current condition of an enterprise as well...
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The Rough Guide to Brussels 4 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2009

	The Rough Guide to Brussels is the ultimate companion to the beer-guzzling capital of Belgium. The full-colour introduction gives an inspiring insight into many of the city''s highlights, from the top museums to Brussel’s handsome Art Nouveau buildings. There are two new full-colour sections on the nation’s twin passions,...
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Adobe Illustrator CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Illustrator CS6 choose Adobe Illustrator CS6 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 15 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Illustrator CS6 and how to create vector...
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Perl in A Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
This complete guide to the Perl programming language ranges widely through the Perl programmer's universe, gathering together in a convenient form a wealth of information about Perl itself and its application to CGI scripts, XML processing, network programming, database interaction, and graphical user interfaces. The book is an ideal reference for...
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